WATER      UNDER      THE      BRIDGES
had got to come and that, in that case, it was better to make it at once,
rather than fail and begin again when the concessions would have to
be still greater. I was impressed by the principle of Bis dzt qui clto Jot,
and I was terribly anxious not to miss our marker once again. Each
time we failed meant yielding more the next. It was consequently not
extraordinary that Lloyd and I looked at the question from two
diametrically opposite points of view, and that he turned to ethers to
help him along the lines which he was bent on pursuing. Nevertheless,
I was, I trust, absolutely loyal to him in public and I think that he
appreciated that fact, for our personal relations to the last were always
intimate and cordial. I had in fact always the highest regard for him
personally as well as respect for his abilities, if they had only been used
appropriately. But Egypt was not the post for him. It proved in
fact his undoing.
When the Labour Government was returned to office once again
in 1929 and decided to appoint another High Commissioner to Egypt,
Lloyd hurried back to London to argue his case. He passed through
Paris on his way there, and I took him to dine with me at the house
of the Baroness Kitty Rothschild. There were just the three of us
and we had dinner in the very attractive garden of 3 rue Michel Ange
on a lovely summer evening. George was full of his own case
and very pugnacious. I remember begging him with great earnest-
ness to go slow, and to accept his removal from Cairo on the
ground that his own views and those of the Labour Party were
too different to make the prospect of any useful co-operation in the
least probable.
George professed to be at least half convinced, but when he got to
London he did just what I had advised him not to do. The result was
disastrous. Winston Churchill made Lloyd's case the subject of an
attack on the Labour Government in the House, with the only result
that Mr. Arthur Henderson, who was Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs, was able to prove that, if Labour had not come in at that
moment, the Conservative Government of Mr. Baldwin were so dis-
satisfied with Lloyd that they themselves were on the point of recalling
him from Cairo. Which was the fact of the case. Mr. Baldwin him-
self told me a few months later that his Government had no intention
of ever employing Lloyd again. It "was a very tragic business; and as
I was really fond of Lloyd and appreciated his great qualities and
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